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Chapter 10

The ﬁght for basic legal freedoms
Mobilization by the legal complex1
Terence C. Halliday

Rights discourse is now global discourse (Hajjar 2004). International organizations such as the United Nations propagate universal human rights (Boyle
2002; Merry 2003, 2005). International courts prosecute military personnel and
political leaders for the abrogation of basic human rights (Hagan 2003, 2005;
Hagan et al. 2005). International ﬁnancial institutions champion property
rights and a rule of law that will uphold them (La Porta et al. 1997). National
governments appraise other governments against the standard of their fealty to
human rights. Citizens claim rights, not only in countries where they are well
institutionalized, but in countries where they are regularly abrogated. Indeed,
one of the principal ways that citizens or residents of a country now hold their
government accountable is by alleging the government’s breach of a right
thoroughly institutionalized in global normative scripts, such as the UN
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
This chapter focuses on those foundational rights of western political liberalism,
variously referred to as core civil rights, basic legal freedoms, or ﬁrst generation rights. Frequently these rights, which emerged in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, are taken for granted as the frontier of rights has successively
pushed forward to social, economic and political rights. Nevertheless, in countries
where core civil rights have been long established, their persistence cannot be
taken for granted (Halliday and Karpik 1998b). And in countries where they
have never been institutionalized, struggles remain immanent and widespread.
Understanding how core legal rights are institutionalized, how they are
maintained and defended, warrants careful sociological inquiry. Who are the
primary bearers of rights, their advocates and defenders? What are the conditions under which they are established, consolidated, and protected? These
questions have been broached in an international collective project on lawyers
and the fates of political liberalism. For the past 15 years, a collaborative of
social scientists, historians and legal academics has examined some 20–30 cases
of transitions towards and away from political liberalism. These cases range
from Continental and North American states in the eighteenth to nineteenth
centuries to countries in Latin America, the Middle East, Asia and Europe in
the twentieth century (Halliday and Karpik 1998a; Halliday et al. 2007b).
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The national case studies establish, ﬁrst, that in widely varying times and
places lawyers mobilize frequently on behalf of political liberalism; second,
that in various conﬁgurations lawyers are often but not invariably joined by
other legal professions, including judges and legal academics, and occasionally
prosecutors and state lawyers; and third, that on many occasions this mobilization is associated with the obtaining, consolidating or protecting of basic
legal freedoms. In other words, evidence indicates that the presence of or
absence of the legal complex in the politics of rights frequently accompany
movements towards or away from this aspect of the rule of law.
To identify the re-occurrence of a social phenomenon, however, is not to
explain it. Advance towards a theory requires the identiﬁcation of conditions
and factors that distinguish instances of (successful) mobilization from a failure to mobilize (successfully) and that situate the role of the legal complex in a
wider matrix of factors that are likely to have causal signiﬁcance. This chapter
provides a re-analysis of case studies from the Americas, East Asia, Europe,
and the Middle East, principally in the twentieth century, to isolate factors
that recur across cases and will be integral to a theory of lawyers’ mobilization
for those basic legal freedoms constitutive of the rule of law.
After a brief review of the principal concepts, and an equally succinct overview
of mobilization by the legal complex, the chapter identiﬁes sets of factors and
some of the observed relations among them that are salient for a comparative
and historical theory of the legal complex, political liberalism and the rule of law.
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Basic concepts

Transitions to politically liberal regimes that institutionalize some version of
the rule of law have been amongst the most notable macro-sociological changes in western countries over the past three centuries. The struggles over liberal politics can be freshly approached from a distinctive angle – the agency of
the legal complex.
We deﬁne “political liberalism” as a cluster of three attributes (Halliday and
Karpik 1998; Halliday et al. 2007b).2 First, at its core lie civil rights or basic
legal freedoms, expressions we use interchangeably. These core rights of citizenship include (a) negative freedoms from arbitrary and unrestrained state
power, such as habeas corpus, due process, representation by counsel, and
freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention, torture and death; (b) positive rights,
including freedoms of speech, religion, association, and movement, and (c)
property rights. Second, the matrix of political liberalism core rights is nested
within a moderate state which we deﬁne both in terms of a fragmenting of
internal state power and some counter-balance to the state from outside it.
Third, core civil rights and the moderate state are sustained by civil society,
which comprises both voluntary associations and a public sphere.
Because many of the core civil rights are basic legal freedoms, and have a
strongly juridical ﬂavor, it is not surprising that lawyers are heavily implicated
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in their creation, reproduction and defense. Earlier historical research demonstrates that in eighteenth and nineteenth century Britain (Pue 1998), nineteenthcentury Germany (Rueschemeyer 1998), seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
France (Bell 1998; Karpik 1998), and nineteenth- and twentieth-century United
States (Halliday 1987), individual lawyers and often their collective associations fought for rights which are now part of the civil rights canon. The historical case studies produced what should not have been an unexpected
ﬁnding. The likelihood that lawyers would mobilize on behalf of rights, and
their eﬃcacy in doing so, frequently depended on their relationships with the
judiciary. This opens up the proposition that lawyers’ relationships with other
legally trained occupations might oﬀer more complete explanations of the rise
and fall of political liberalism, with civil rights at its core. The concept of the
legal complex therefore seeks to capture the set of relationships among all
legally trained occupations that are practicing law.3 These may include (a)
private lawyers, (b) public lawyers, who serve in ministries of justice or regulatory agencies of government, (c) judges, (d) prosecutors, a particular genus
of public lawyers, and (e) legal academics (Halliday et al. 2007b).
When the legal complex ﬁghts for political liberalism, it is also ﬁghting for
elements of the rule of law. It will be seen that the speciﬁcation of one aspect
of political liberalism, basic legal freedoms, as a combination of negative rights
against state tyranny, positive rights to political speech and expression, and
property rights coincides with narrow formal and substantive renderings of the
rule of law where (a) law is applied equally, with certainty, and prospectively,
and (b) where individual rights to privacy, property and protection of a person’s dignity are maintained against arbitrary state incursions (Tamanaha
2004). For purposes of this chapter, therefore, reference to basic legal freedoms, core civil rights, or ﬁrst general rights should also be understood as
constitutive of basic substantive rights in philosophical renderings of the rule
of law.
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Three moments in struggles for basic legal freedoms
The ﬁght for core civil rights reveals itself in three moments across a diverse
array of circumstances (Table 10.1).
Obtaining freedom
The ﬁrst involves the legal complex in ﬁghts to obtain freedom. These struggles sometimes are to advance towards a political society that has never existed before (e.g. China, Egypt, Korea, Taiwan);4 at other times they are to
regain a political society that has been lost to illiberal politics in an intermission of fascism (e.g. Nazi Germany, 1933–45), military dictatorship
(Chile, 1973–80s), or totalitarianism (e.g. Poland, Hungary, 1945–89), among
others.
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Proof

Taiwan
(Ginsburg 2007)

1970s–1990s

1960s–1970s

1980s–1990s

Korea
(Ginsburg 2007)
Spain
(Hilbink 2007)

1990s–2000s

1970s–1980s

Egypt
(Moustafa 2007a)

Obtaining
Basic Legal
Freedoms

Episode

Hong Kong
(Jones 2007)

Country
(source)

Moments of
Transition

Table 10.1
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Against Kuomingtang
one-party rule

Against military
dictatorship
Against Franco’s
authoritarianism

Against colonial
arbitrariness

Against Mubarak’s
assault on human rights,
suppression of civil
society and freedoms of
speech

Action of
Legal
Complex

Legal rights: Human rights groups documenting abuses,
bringing cases, monitoring detention, torture, prison
conditions. Problem of recurrent detention. Championing
right of defense by lawyers
Political freedoms: Supreme Constitutional Court (SCC)
enabling political life, legalization of opposition parties;
SCC striking down provisions in criminal law that limited
freedom of press and ability of press to unmask
government corruption and ineﬃciency; limiting
prosecutions of opposition leaders via libel law;
championing right of defense. SCC acting as a “shield” for
opposition parties, human rights groups, etc.
Legal rights: legal accountability of government, legal
redress for citizens, legal transparency. Bill of Rights.
Full political rights excluded but political rights advocated
Political rights: formation of initially secret, later public
lawyers’ association (Minbyeon).
Legal rights: Judicia Democratica rights for detainees,
against extended preventive detention, for due process and
habeas corpus.
Political rights— Judicia Democratica ﬁghts for liberty of
expression, assembly
Political rights: lawyers’ struggles for freedom of speech &
association; defense of detainees against treason charges;
monitoring of treatment in detention; advocacy for
aboriginal rights.

Actions on Behalf of Basic Legal Freedoms/Legal Rights
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Losing
Basic Legal
Freedoms

Maintaining
Basic Legal
Freedoms

Moments of
Transition

1990s-2000s

Brazil
(Brinks 2007)
Argentina
(Brinks 2007)
Italy
(Guarnieri 2007)

Argentina
(Brinks 2007)

2000-2006

United States
(Abel 2007)

1990s

1970s

1990s-2000s

1886-1920s

Japan
(Feeley and
Miyazawa 2007)

Legal rights: criminal defense lawyers providing lawyer
representation (meeting suspects, collecting evidence,
protection from prosecution), defending due process
(extended detention, confession by torture, sentence before
trial)
Political rights: lawyer advocacy for autonomous lawyers’
associations
Against arbitrary state
Legal rights: lawyer defense of labor and party leaders;
administration
challenges to illegal land seizures; human rights protection;
Political rights, e.g., Japan Civil Liberties Union
established in 1946 to defend freedom of speech and other
basic rights.
Legal rights: lawyer representation, access to civil courts,
Against executive
assaults on international protection from torture, habeas corpus, against extended
conventions, basic legal detention
freedoms
Against police killings
Legal rights: lawyer representation; prosecution of
unlawful police homicides
Against police killings
Legal rights: lawyer representation; prosecution of
unlawful police homicides
Against domestic
Legal rights: representation by lawyers, due process
terrorism & organized
crime
Failure to mobilize
Legal rights: due process, arbitrary police power, police
against police killings
killings
Against arbitrary
repression in criminal
justice system

2002–2006

China
(Halliday and Liu
2007)

Actions on Behalf of Basic Legal Freedoms/Legal Rights

Action of
Legal
Complex

Episode
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Country
(source)

Table 10.1 (continued)
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Moments of
Transition
1990s

Brazil
(Brinks 2007)
Israel
(Barzilai 2007)
1980s

1920s–1930s

1920s–1930s

2000s
1998–2000s

Chile
(Couso 2007)

Fascist Italy
(Guarnieri 2007)

Militaristic Japan
(Feeley and
Miyazawa 2007)

Venezuela
(Perdomo 2007)

Hong Kong
(Jones 2007)

1990s–2000s

Episode

Country
(source)

Table 10.1 (continued)
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Failure to mobilize
against police killings
Failure to mobilize
against torture,
arbitrary arrests &
killings of Palestinians
Complicity with
Pinochet’s military
Junta and loss of basic
legal freedoms
Complicity with fascist
domestication of the
judiciary and attacks on
basic legal freedoms
Complicity with
national repression of
legal rights and civil
society
Failure to forestall
retreat from political
liberalism
Limits to defense of rule
of law

Action of
Legal
Complex

Proof

Legal rights: legal accountability of government, legal
redress, legal transparency, Bill of Rights.
Political rights: freedom of political expression,
association.

Legal rights: due process; legal representation
Political rights: freedom of political expression

Legal rights: arbitrary detention, torture, extra-judicial
killings, due process, legal representation
Political rights: freedom of speech, association, movement

Legal rights: arbitrary detention, torture, extra-judicial
killings, due process, legal representation
Political rights: freedom of speech, association, movement

Legal rights: arbitrary detention, torture, extra-judicial
killings, due process, legal representation
Political rights: freedom of speech, association, movement

Legal rights: due process, arbitrary police power, police
killings
Legal rights: extra-judicial targeted killings; torture;
extended detention
Political rights: freedom of movement by Palestinians

Actions on Behalf of Basic Legal Freedoms/Legal Rights
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Consolidating and maintaining freedom
The inception of a politically liberal regime protective of the rule of law does
not ensure its continuity. The consolidation and maintenance of core civil
rights occur in the face of challenges to one or more of its elements – challenges to narrow the gap between constitutional aspirations and everyday
defense of basic liberties (e.g. Brazil, Argentina), challenges from internationally sponsored threats to security (e.g. US), challenges from domestic
threats to security (e.g. Italy, Brazil, Argentina), challenges from threats to
territorial integrity (e.g. Turkey), challenges that result from the conﬂict of one
set of freedoms (e.g. religious expression, political speech) with sanctiﬁed principles of state constitutionalism (e.g. secularism, national integrity in Turkey),
challenges from the expansiveness or entrenchment of an administrative state
(e.g. Japan).
Losing freedom
A third moment of transition concerns the readiness or ability of the legal
complex to ﬁght against a dramatic loss of basic legal freedoms. This takes
many forms, such as a military coup (Chile, 1973), the systematic dismantling
of liberalism’s institutions (Venezuela, 2005), or the progressive consolidation
of a one-party state (e.g. Zimbabwe), among others. Freedom can be lost
decisively across all dimensions of political liberalism. Assaults upon freedom
come from military takeovers and civil war (Brazil, Argentina, Chile, China,
Spain), or a regressive slide into authoritarianism or totalitarianism by an
elected government (Italy, Venezuela, Japan), or by the consolidation of a oneparty regime by a dominant leader (Kenya), among others. Ultimately, in all
cases, the legal complex is compelled to surrender most or all of its defensive
powers. We are compelled to ask, however, could it have been diﬀerent? How
do the attributes of the legal complex come to capitulation, with a ﬁght or
without?
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Conditions of mobilization
To identify explanatory factors from the great diversity of case studies I isolate
factors that recur across cases, consider relations among these, and thereby
begin to explicate what appear as conditions under which the legal complex
may be causally and constitutively implicated in those conditions.
Elements of the legal complex
The politics within the legal complex itself, its structure and dynamics, clearly
aﬀect the probability that the legal complex as a whole or in part will mobilize,
just as they aﬀect the probable eﬀectiveness of that action.
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Private bar
Considerable evidence supports the proposition that the development of an
autonomous bar in recent decades depends upon the emergence of a private
market for legal services (China, Venezuela, Kenya, Israel, Korea, Spain) or,
relatedly, the construction of a legal system that will at least deliver the
minima of the rule of law for legal certainty in the market. While we return to
the politics of lawyers and markets in more detail below, the signiﬁcance of
the market for the politics of lawyers contrasts contemporary bases of lawyers’
mobilization from the early modern period where, for instance, in France,
Karpik ﬁnds that a decision to deﬁne themselves against the market permitted
lawyers to lead movements for political/legal reform (1988). The size and
resources of the private bar also determine the depth of the pool from which
lawyer activists can be drawn, the ﬁnancial independence of individual lawyers
from state control, and the potential ﬁnancial resources available for their
collection action.
Collective action in turn varies markedly across countries: by the type of
association that can collectively aggregate professional interests; by internal
divisions within the profession; and by the diﬀerential powers of regulatory
organizations to monopolize public expression of professional interests.
Typically, lawyers organize themselves in three ways. Most commonly,
every profession has oﬃcial associations, sometimes local (e.g. US, Venezuela,
Turkey), usually national (e.g. Egypt, Turkey, Israel, Korea, Taiwan, Italy)
that purport to represent and sometimes regulate the profession as a whole.
Less commonly, but integral to mobilization, many professions also form
voluntary, alternative or even clandestine associations that are sharply focused
on advocacy or defense of political freedom (e.g. Japan, Korea, Taiwan, US,
Spain). Not infrequently, informal networks of lawyers or invisible groupings
come together around a shared cause although repression requires them to
maintain a low organizational proﬁle (e.g. Spain, China, Korea).
Structural and temporal permutations of these three forms of organization
provide the infrastructures around which mobilization can occur. In cases of
severe repression, the informal relationships grow outside (e.g. Spain, Korea)
and occasionally inside (e.g. China) formal structures which provide infrastructures for dissident lawyers; some subsequently formalize as interest
groups on behalf of political liberalism (e.g. Spain, Korea, Taiwan, Japan);
and, on occasion, the rump groups come to overtake the formal associations
that represent the entire profession (e.g. Taiwan). In many countries (e.g.
Chile, Venezuela, Italy, China), the oﬃcial associations seek to choke oﬀ any
appearance of potential rivals. In these settings the oﬃcial associations are
more susceptible to state incursions on their autonomy.
Moreover, in the later twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst centuries, leadership on
behalf of core legal rights more often arises not from the center of the profession, which can be co-opted or controlled by the state, but from the periphery
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of the organized bar. Hence the organized bar ﬁnds itself in a quandary: as a
national entity of all practitioners its associational strength might better ward
oﬀ incursions on lawyers’ responsibilities but at the risk of co-optation by the
state, or inertia and divisiveness from within; by taking the route of organizing
as marginal rump groups of lawyers dedicated to well-deﬁned causes, ideological purity and focused energy may render the group more vulnerable to
state attacks and to opposition from professional peers less convinced or less
committed.
An explanatory theory must therefore incorporate the following factors: (1)
size of the private market for legal services, (2) the unity or diversity of bar
associations, (3) the degree of assimilation of bar associations by the state, (4)
opportunities for professional organization outside state-approved or mandated associations, and (5) the prospect of a progressive movement of political
lawyers from the from margins to the center of the profession. Several national
studies support the hypotheses that (a) the greater the number of private lawyers with ﬁnancial resources independent of the state, the greater the pool of
potential activists for restraint of arbitrary state power; (b) the more freely
lawyers can organize, the more likely that a minority of political lawyers5 will
form informal or formal associations potentially committed to activism on
behalf of basic legal freedoms; and (c) if repression prevents the national
organization of private lawyers from acting on behalf of basic legal freedoms,
then rump lawyers will ﬁnd clandestine means to meet and mobilize.
Judiciary
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Judges bear an ambivalent relationship to political liberalism. In numbers of
cases judges aligned themselves with the state apparatus, sometimes aiding and
abetting their repression (e.g. Chile), and sometimes deﬁning their calling so
narrowly that they carried on business as usual while turning a blind eye to
incursions on liberal ideals (e.g. Chile, Italy, Egypt). The cases of Egypt, Spain
and Italy support the hypothesis that courts are less likely to defend basic legal
freedoms when: a positivist jurisprudence insulates courts from substantive
standards of justice and rights; a hierarchical structure of organization rigidiﬁes this insulation through the court system such that dissident judges obtain
few degrees of freedom to deviate from the “apoliticism” of positivist jurisprudence.6 Ironically, some of the most complicit courts were also the most
independent. Autonomy of courts does not guarantee either the ability or
willingness to act as a check on executive power.
Ironically, in many situations, the cause of political liberalism advances only
when judges in a regular court system are prepared to co-exist with special
courts that lie outside the jurisdiction of conventional courts. Special courts
contrast sharply in their signiﬁcance for political liberalism. On the one hand,
repressive regimes regularly create security courts to remove troublesome
political agitators from the public view, suspend or abrogate procedural rights,
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substitute regular judges by military oﬃcers, and insulate their detainees from
the jurisdiction of regular appellate courts (cf. Italy, Spain, Egypt, Chile,
China) (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008). This enables these countries to project
from their regular courts a patina of legalism to their populations and the
world while engaging in arbitrary, brutal, cruel and often murderous treatment
far from the public eye. On the other hand, the protection of basic legal freedoms frequently relies on the existence of a constitutional court. As Egypt in
the 1990s dramatically exempliﬁed (cf. also Korea, Taiwan, Italy), the formation of a powerful constitutional court with a capacity to hold state actions
accountable to the local formulation of universal standards can constructively
unsettle a reactionary established judicial system. It oﬀers a forum in which
grievances can be aired; it permits styled argumentation that might otherwise
be censored; it provides a counterpoint to the executive; and thus oﬀers a stage
for lawyer-leaders to address and even crystallize publics. Its disruptive functions can extend to the lower courts in the regular judiciary insofar as it sends
signals about cases and arguments that it will accept on appeal (cf. Korea,
Taiwan, Egypt). Nevertheless, constitutional courts within repressive regimes
are particularly vulnerable. Their viability depends upon an acute sensitivity
about the balance between their perceived legitimacy and support in relation to
the scope and expansiveness of their powers. Excessively muscular decisions
(cf. Egypt) or premature over-reaching (e.g. Mongolia) can lead to sudden
dismemberment or partial dismantlement (Ginsburg 2003). Constitutional
courts, themselves, also rely on political and market demand for legal institutions
that facilitate investment and economic growth.
Repeatedly, the case studies show that the potential of judiciaries for political liberalism depends upon their social embeddedness. In relation to the
executive arms of the state, too few beneﬁts to state administration or reputation render them dispensable; too great an aﬃnity with state politics renders
them impotent. In relation to political parties, too distant a position from the
policy ideals of parties renders courts irrelevant; too deep an immersion of
judges in party politics converts courts into yet another arena of politics and
subverts justice from within. In relation to the bar, too attenuated a relationship leaves courts vulnerable; too integral a relationship with lawyers diminishes courts’ authority. In relation to the public, too little public support
denies judiciaries a primary source of legitimation; too much sensitivity to
public opinion makes courts manipulable. In these respects, courts face a
three-fold problem of autonomy: from the state, from markets (e.g. corruption),
from publics.
An explanatory theory of the legal complex and political liberalism will
therefore include the following factors related to judiciaries: (1) the jurisprudence and ideology of the judiciary vis-à-vis basic legal freedoms; (2) the
extent of control over lower courts exerted by higher courts and the judicial
administration; (3) the extent of court diﬀerentiation or autonomy from the
state; (4) relations of general courts with special or parallel security courts; (5)
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the prestige of judges in the legal complex and social order; (6) the methods
and terms of judicial appointment; (7) ﬁnancing of the judiciary, and (8) the
extent of legitimacy and support accorded the courts by the public.
We can hypothesize that judiciaries are not likely to ﬁght for basic legal
freedoms when (a) the judiciary subscribes to a positivist jurisprudence which
restricts its authority to positive law, (b) is recruited for its political fealty, (c)
is controlled hierarchically by judicial elites that eschew engagement on behalf
of universal juridical rights, and (d) historically is regarded as an arm of state
administration.
Legal academics
We can observe three stances of the legal academy in ﬁghts for political liberalism. First, when not fully professionalized, when steeped in a positivist jurisprudence, and when riven by partisan political factionalism, a legal academy,
even if quite prestigious, oﬀers no leadership for political liberalism (cf. Chile,
1973; Italy during fascism). Second, a professionalized and prestigious legal
academy whose jurisprudence is responsive to juridical, religious and philosophical ideals celebratory of political liberalism, and institutionalized within a
university, will frequently obtain some autonomy from the state. Many of its
members will craft the ideologies for mobilization of the legal complex, academics will provide intellectual legitimacy and support for reformist courts
and lawyers, and the legal academy can oﬀer a cosmopolitanism and internationalism less pervasive in other parts of the legal complex (cf. China, Spain,
Korea, Venezuela, Hong Kong). Third, the legal academy appears never to act
as a collectivity. It mobilizes through congeries of like-minded individuals who
share networks or orientations (cf. Deans in Venezuela). In this respect it is the
least susceptible to collective mobilization as a social organization.
Whether legal academics will mobilize on behalf of basic legal freedoms will
therefore depend on: (1) whether there is a full-time professionalized legal
academy, (2) whether the dominant jurisprudence of legal academics is conducive to mobilization for core rights beyond the limits of positive law, (3)
whether the legal academy is permeated and riven by party politics, (4) whether
the academy is exposed and integrated into international liberal legal networks, and (5) whether legal academics have the opportunity and willingness
to act as leaders of professional and public opinion.
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Prosecutors
In principle state prosecutors stand closest to the exercise of executive power
by the state. Their natural allies are the police – who frequently are subversive
of basic legal freedoms (cf. China, Brazil, Argentina, Hong Kong, Italy). Most
commonly they are the unspoken or designated agents of repression either
through zealous prosecution on behalf of repressive states (cf. China, Chile,
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Venezuela) or through failure to hold accountable actors in a justice system
that threaten basic rights (e.g. Brazil, Argentina). On occasion, some prosecutors did align themselves eventually with the forces for liberalism, as Hilbink
(2007b) shows in Francoist Spain and Ginsburg (2007) discovers in democratizing Korea. Or they may be seen in the guise of protecting the state and
society from threats to the social and political fabric without abrogating core
rights. Guarnieri (2007) demonstrates that examining prosecutors took leadership in the legal complex in the ﬁghts against terror, organized crime and
political corruption, thus strengthening the power and legitimacy of the judicialprosecutorial system.
But in many countries, the story of prosecutors is caught up in the dynamics
of diﬀerentiation and coordination. In China, it is the diﬀerentiation of prosecutors from the Party, police, and courts that marks a current struggle for a
re-equilibration of power in criminal defense (Halliday and Liu 2007). In Brazil
and Spain, it is the diﬀerentiation of the prosecutors from police. In Korea, it
was the diﬀerentiation of prosecutors from administrative guidance by an
imperative state (Ginsburg 2007). For liberalism, diﬀerentiation must be complemented by coordination, not least with the practicing bar where liberalism
usually ﬁnds its natural aﬃnity. Eﬀective societal response to threats requires
suﬃcient coordination to protect social order within the ideals of core rights
but suﬃcient diﬀerentiation from a sometimes brutal arm of state enforcement.
Hence a theory of political liberalism will attend to attributes of public
prosecutors that includes: (1) their ideology (e.g. a broader commitment to the
rule of law versus a narrower focus on striking crime); (2) the professionalization and diﬀerentiation of prosecutors from political control, and (3) the
proclivity of prosecutors to align with liberal segments of the legal complex.
A distinctive variant of prosecutors can be found in the Latin American
private prosecutor. Here the corrective for a failure of state prosecutors to
diﬀerentiate themselves appropriately from the police, courts or demagogic
politicians comes from private lawyers whose clients are the victims of police
brutality and homicides. This straddling of the private/public divide, or the
legal complex and civil society, has the eﬀect of compelling a retributive justice
system to conform to the constitutional ideals of political liberalism. The
necessity for this kind of mobilization on behalf of justice suggests that the reequilibration of power within the legal complex, thereby moderating the state,
will not infrequently result from a common cause being found between the
margins of the legal complex and the margins of civil society against the inertia
of the state apparatus (Brinks 2007, 2008).
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Government lawyers
Three studies yield intriguing results about government oﬃcials whose commitment to ideals of legality result in the championing of the rule of law.
Hilbink (2007b) ﬁnds that in the last years of Franco’s rule, as he opened Spain
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to Europe’s market by invigorating the economy, a group of conservative
technocrats (lawyers and economists) decided that a rule of law regime, complete
with courts independent of political interference, would provide the institutional
preconditions for market development. They advocated an Estato de Derecho
with a reinvigorated Council of State and revitalized administrative courts.
Jones (2007) makes the unexpected discovery that the hidden heroes of
Hong Kong’s political development were “in-house” legal and political advisors whose interventions ranged from the restraints on highly repressive antiChinese regulations in the mid-nineteenth century through the exercise of leadership in moderating the government’s repressive tendencies in the 1950s and
1960s. When Hong Kong took its rapid strides towards political liberalism in
the 1970s, it was the government lawyers who were integral to its design and
implementation, though by now they were joined by individuals from various
other fragments of the legal complex.
Abel (2007) also shows that much resistance to the Bush Administration’s
cavalier disregard for rights of detainees came from inside the military – from
the judge advocate’s corps, and from others lawyers farther removed from the
ideological heights of the Justice Department and Pentagon. In this resistance
they were joined by distinguished retired military lawyers who can now speak
with less restraint about the abrogation of fundamental protections. These
three instances indicate that the structure of the legal complex may embrace
government lawyers and that explanations of activism by the legal complex
require investigation of their mobilization.
Factors salient for theory construction therefore include: (1) whether government lawyers are professionalized as lawyers qua lawyers; (2) whether they
subscribe to principles of the rule of law that transcend bureaucratic loyalties,
and (3) whether they maintain a professional identity independent of their
bureaucratic positions.
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Properties of the legal complex
The more capable the legal complex of mobilizing collectively across its various segments, the greater its probable impact for legal and political liberalism.
To understand the capacity of the legal complex to produce and protect judicial power, it is critical to know when and how the legal complex itself divides
and combines.
Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century reforms towards political liberalism
support the proposition that an alliance between the bar and courts signiﬁcantly increases the willingness and impact of either the bar or courts on
basic legal freedoms (Halliday and Karpik 1998). The case studies indicate that
the obverse also follows – when the bench and bar join forces in reactionary
support of a repressive state, or indeed, both independently decline to uphold
basic legal freedoms, state moderation is doomed, as Argentina and Chile
demonstrate during their military dictatorships and as Korea, Taiwan and
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Japan experienced during their respective years of illiberal politics. Nonetheless, in several instances neither the entire bar nor the entire bench is
necessary to enable a liberal opening: in Egypt, a vanguard of human rights
lawyers appearing before the Constitutional Court was suﬃcient to arrest and
even reverse some of the government’s authoritarian actions; in Korea and
Taiwan, small voluntary cause-oriented associations found that a responsive
constitutional court suﬃced to add momentum towards liberalization. Here
there is a sense of powerful human agency from groups whose formation came
from the edges of the profession.
In fact, actual patterns of alliance and division across the legal complex are quite
complex. A cohesive autonomous bar joining forces with a uniﬁed independent
judiciary is rare in the case studies. Rather, the legal complex mobilizes for
political liberalism in fragmentary patchworks of association, at least in the
earlier phases of obtaining freedom. Later, as the pace quickens, a transition
occurs, and consolidation begins, the bar and bench as a whole may coalesce
around the ascendant standards of liberalism. And later still, if regression from
political liberalism begins, it will again be a concomitant or coordinated coalition of fragments rather than entire segments of the profession that join
forces. We are therefore confronted with a formidable explanatory task for
predicting which course of action is likely in varying circumstances.
Hints of that explanation occurs in several places as scholars trace the historical institutionalization of their respective legal complexes. In one development sequence, both Chile and Venezuela exemplify cases in which historically
separate fragments of the legal complex, founded at diﬀerent historical
moments and following distinctive historical trajectories, have begun to cohere
in the last several decades. In a second developmental sequence, a contrary
dynamic may be in motion – historically fused fractions of the legal complex
in China (judges, prosecutors, lawyers) are beginning to diﬀerentiate. In a
third developmental sequence, there has been a moving equilibrium in the
North East Asian legal complex in which a small, independent bar and independent but constrained judiciary, both under the shadow of a powerful state
administration, are transformed over two decades into larger, more activist
legal professions which ﬁnd receptive and bolder courts ready to hold state
bureaucracies accountable. In a fourth developmental sequence, the US legal
complex has grown up together, with lawyers, judges and legal academics
merging and mixing for the past century. This presents many opportunities for
parts of each fragment to combine with others for and against basic legal
freedoms. Other patterns will also emerge as research depends. It can be
hypothesized that the more historically entrenched are patterns of diﬀerentiation and integration, the more fraught will be transitions towards mutually
supportive mobilization on behalf of political liberalism.
The probability of coordinated mobilization will also turn on the education
of legally trained professions, their mobility among diﬀerent branches of
practice, and the inclusiveness of their professional associations.
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Hence intra-structural and dynamic factors that aﬀect mobilization by the
legal complex include: (1) whether professionals in diﬀerent segments of the
legal complex are recruited from similar social classes and educational and
professional pools; (2) the frequency of career mobility that takes place among
segments of the legal complex (e.g. from private practice or academia to the
bench); (3) whether professionals across the legal complex share a legal ideology; (4) whether that ideology is conducive to the defense of core rights; (5)
whether segments of the legal complex have a history or precedent for alliances for mutual protection or mobilization; (6) whether the legal complex has
a heroic tradition or a collective memory on which it can draw in situations of
crisis, siege or repression; (7) whether one or more segments of the legal
complex obtain foreign or international support for advocacy of core rights.
Civil society
At once lawyers themselves partially constitute civil society and have an unusual capacity to lead it. In the case studies no account of lawyers, the legal
complex, and hence of judicial activism, proceeds without relying on the
mutual reliance among the legal complex and civil society.
We distinguish between organized civil society, and its manifestation in
associations and networks, and unorganized civil society, and its expression in
amorphous publics (Halliday et al. 2007b). In country after country, at each
moment of transition, non-government organizations (NGOs) feature as partners of the legal complex. Most common are justice-related NGOs, such as
generalist human rights groups (e.g. Egypt, Venezuela, Israel) or indigenous
NGOs that are focused on a speciﬁc problem within the justice system, such as
CORREPI in Argentina on the victims of police homicides. NGOs monitor
judicial decisions and prisons (cf. Egypt), monitor the police (cf. Brazil,
Argentina), mount demonstrations and hunger strikes (cf. Egypt), formulate
legal reform manifestoes (cf. Korea), mobilize the public for vocal criticism of
deﬁciencies in the justice system (cf. Brazil, Argentina), submit amicus briefs to
courts (cf. US), and create links with international organizations. Most justicerelated NGOs straddle the legal complex/society divide for they are led by
lawyers or depend heavily on lawyers for advice and expertise. Not infrequently, lawyers exasperated with the inertia of their colleagues reach into
civil society to form associations that will lend force and sometimes protections
for their advocacy (cf. Korea).
The importance of NGOs relates to the phase of political liberalism. Where
they are banned or rigidly controlled, as in authoritarian countries, then loose
informal networks or underground groups function in their stead (cf. China).
As authoritarianism begins to break down, civil associations accompany the
political spring and quicken the thaw. A consolidated politically liberal regime
opens the terrain for an increasing density of associational life, although, as
Japan demonstrates, strictures on the formation of NGOs can retard their
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growth even in a supposedly mature democracy. When a slide begins away
from political freedom, an indicator of its danger can be found in the volume
of protest generated from outside the state. In 1930s Japan, 1970s Chile, and
1990s Venezuela, the quietude from organized groups outside the state indicates the limited brakes on regressive momentum. In Hong Kong since 1997,
however, the success of civil society groups, often led by lawyers, to bring
hundreds of thousands of citizens into the streets, signaled to the Hong Kong
government, and even more to Beijing, that the retraction of rights will be a
very public, very contested, and very vocal enterprise, with hefty political cost.
Karpik (1998) showed that the political force of the eighteenth-century
French bar relied upon its ability to convince the Crown that it spoke on
behalf of a public, at that time more ﬁctive than real. In twentieth and twentyﬁrst century struggles for freedom, the public, as a diﬀuse force outside the
state, appears in numbers of our cases. But its currents ﬂow in contradictory
tides. From one vantage point the public is a latent ally that can be mobilized
by organized civil society and the legal complex. In Uruguay it demands that
police function within constitutional limits; in Brazil and Argentina sections of
the public can pressure prosecutors and judges to check police homicides; in
Hong Kong its vast numbers forced Beijing to back down; in Italy it supported
the magistracy’s bold steps to strike aggressively against organized crime and
to root out political corruption (Brinks 2007; Guarnieri 2007; Jones 2007).
From another vantage point the public is a ﬁckle force easily manipulated by
demagogic leaders or aroused to hysteria by fear and threat. Police killings of
suspects occur with impunity in Brazil and Argentina because the public at
large permits its fears to be intensiﬁed by law-and-order politicians. Confession by torture and attacks on criminal defense lawyers continue unchecked in
China because the masses fear disorder more than they fear apparently mild
abrogations of unfamiliar rights. Brinks is surely correct, however, that the
rule of law, institutionalized in a moderate state and defended by an active
bar, cannot be sustained without a broad-based public belief that arbitrary and
excessive state action must be checked by procedural and substantive rights
(Brinks 2007). Political liberalism cannot be institutionalized on the basis of
leadership by the legal complex alone.
In sum, civil society’s capacity to ally with the legal complex on behalf of
basic legal freedoms will depend upon: (1) the ability and willingness of civil
society groups to form within a country; (2) the resources available to civil
society groups – material, ideal and organizational; (3) the ideological inclinations of civil society groups to tackle basic rights; (4) the openness of civil
society groups to legal complex leadership, membership, or alliance; (5) the
availability and opening of public spaces for public discourse on rights; and (6)
the availability of lawyers, judges or legal academics as spokesmen for the
public and interlocutors with the publics.
What evidence do the case studies provide for a causal relationship between
the legal complex and civil society? In fact, they appear synergistic, feeding oﬀ
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each other in potential virtuous or vicious cycles. Almost always lawyers and
judges precede civil society: whether or not any space exists for association
and discourse outside the state, there will always be lawyers and judges in
service of the state or market, except in the most rare of cases, such as Mao’s
Cultural Revolution. In one sense lawyers may constitute civil society, often
because lawyers are accustomed to representing others, because they have an
aﬃnity with the formalization of association, and because their use of rules to
constitute social groups is a natural lawyerly adaptation to a collective
expression of interest. Indeed, lawyers’ associations themselves, when formed
outside the state, express an impulse of civil society and thus emblemize it.
Moreover, lawyers have a special capacity to lead publics even if publics
themselves are not aggregated or congealed in continuing associations. When
the French bar in the eighteenth century took advantage of the stage oﬀered
political speech in the courtroom, it spoke and published memoires designed to
reach the ears of listeners open to persuasion and eventually concertation.
Moreover, lawyers’ groups occasionally are among the few or only survivors
when repressive regimes crush associations outside the state. Instances as dispersed as the eighteenth-century Paris bar, the Brazilian bar association in the
1980s, the Kenyan Law Society under Moi’s authoritarian one-party regime,
and the Malaysian bar in the 1980s and 1990s all survived, albeit under siege,
when all other groups, excepting on occasion the church, are crushed.
Yet the Paris bar did not invent the salons of Parisian intellectuals. Civil
society emerges from other impetuses, sometimes led by intellectuals. Most
frequently in the west and many of its former colonies, it is the church that has
a resilience possibly exceeding the bar itself. While religious groups are not
invariably supporters of liberal legal ideals, when they do they are among the
most critical potential allies of the bar, as lawyers’ groups discovered in Brazil
and Kenya.
There appears, then, a reciprocal causality in which civil society groups and
publics oﬀer places of association, arenas of discourse, and potential alliances
for liberal segments of the legal complex. Yet at the same time the very existence, leadership and survival of those groups relies upon the machinery of law
and its practitioners.
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Civil society: media
The media oﬀer great potential to spearhead and to amplify the campaigns of
other groups for the rule of law. In principle, they can broadcast points of
view, call to arms, mobilize publics and mediate public exchanges among the
legal complex, civil society and publics. In the case studies media can be
observed aiding the push to obtain freedom in Spain, where Madrid’s nationally circulated El País eventually took the bold step to publicize Judicia
Democratica’s reports. In Mubarak’s Egypt during the 1990s NGOs and lawyers gained much media leverage through publicity over their ﬁghts to keep the
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Supreme Constitutional Court’s powers of judicial review, not to mention
attention to public demonstrations and hunger strikes. Even in the heavily
censored Chinese media, some papers and some journalists take risks in the
“gray zone” of journalism (Lin 2008) to publicize egregious abuses of lawyers,
such as arresting and harassing defense attorneys, and suspects, such as use of
“confession by torture,” by the police and procuracy. In the struggles over the
loss of liberalism in Venezuela, those fragments of the legal complex that have
taken a stand have leveraged their impact through public statements to media
outlets, opinion/editorial articles, press conferences, and invitations of journalists
to notable trials.
Yet the media may be compromised. When the state controls the media, the
selective permission to publicize certain events amounts to systematic bias of
news by state authorities. When the media must survive in a market, they are
subject to manipulation by large corporate advertisers, by vocal reader groups,
or by the consumption habits of readers. Moreover, the media themselves are
often associated with a particular political party, religious group, or similar
source of systematic bias. While a powerful potential channel for the legal
complex to reach its public constituencies, therefore, the media is a vulnerable
and scarcely neutral conduit into the public arena.
The proliferation of electronic media may herald new opportunities and
capabilities for insurgent groups on behalf of rule of law. In contemporary
China the Internet, public bulletin boards, and “private” electronic forums are
often given much more freedom by government censors than public print or
electronic newspapers and magazines. They also have more opportunities to
evade censors. This new technological capability, for example, has enabled
activist lawyers across China to ﬁnd each other by means that otherwise
would have been impossible before the electronic age (Halliday and Liu 2007).
It also provides lawyers the capacity to lead publics and to amplify the impact
of civil society groups.
A theory of mobilization of the legal complex must take account of: (1) the
varieties of media available for political speech; (2) the degree of control
exercised directly (e.g. through ownership of state or private media) or indirectly (e.g. through regulation) over the media (state, commercial, party); (3)
the access of the public to media; (4) the access of the legal complex to the
media; and (5) the aﬃnity of media for the causes and campaigns of the legal
complex.
Again a reciprocal causal relationship appears between the media and the
legal complex. On the one hand, the print and electronic media precede the
mobilization. Their existence can leverage the impact of the legal complex,
even help protect legal activism on behalf of basic legal freedoms. On the other
hand, it is the legal complex itself – lawyers and judges – who are primary
actors in securing the freedom of speech required for the media to be eﬀective
allies of legal actors. As ﬁghts demonstrate in the Egyptian courts during the
1990s, the ability of some newspapers to advocate the cause of political
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liberalism depended on the eﬃcacy of political liberals to secure that latitude
through law. Again, therefore, the legal complex and media exist in a mutually
constructive or destructive relationship, each ratcheting up or down the capacity
of the other to press liberal causes.
Civil society: religion
The impact of religious beliefs and organizations recurs repeatedly in struggles
for political liberalism. Variation across circumstances, religions and historical
moments is not suﬃcient as yet to disentangle when and in what circumstances
religious groups will press for defense of basic legal freedoms on their account,
or when they will join with segments of the legal complex in common cause.
Yet there are enough instances to begin identifying patterns that require more
intensive research (Halliday 2008).7
In several cases the alliance of progressive elements of the legal complex and
with Christian churches are decisive for the obtaining or defending of basic
rights. Hilbink (2007b) shows that the liberal wing of the Catholic Church in
Spain provided shelter, infrastructure and even protection for dissident churches and lawyers, the famous monastery at Montserrat at one point being the
meeting place for clandestine councils and the printing press for its manifestos.
Brinks ﬁnds that it is an NGO formed by the Roman Catholic diocese of São
Paolo that is most eﬀective in bringing private prosecutions against homicidal
police. Halliday points to the alliance between the Law Society of Kenya and a
mainline church coalition that led the move away from Moi’s authoritarian
rule. Abel (2007) shows that some Christian and Jewish groups stood with
those members of the legal complex who resisted the Bush Administration’s
cavalier attitudes to the rule of law, although these were in the distinct minority. Other research, most especially on Brazil during the military dictatorship, reveals that the Roman Catholic Church and the Brazilian Bar
Association were the only powerful civil society groups left standing in the
face of military repression. They drew support from each other (Falcao 1988)
Yet there are numerous cases where the church was either silent or complicit
in retreats from defense of core civil rights. In Spain, Chile and Argentina the
Roman Catholic Church hierarchies overwhelmingly supported regimes that
were hostile to “Communist,” “socialist” or left-wing threats purportedly to
religion as well as politics. The Chilean Catholic hierarchy greeted Pinochet’s
coup with a celebratory mass (Couso 2007). Nonetheless, even in Spain and
Chile the Roman Catholic Church was a broad tent that contained much dissent. The Cardinal of Santiago, Chile, used his cathedral as a refuge for persecuted dissidents and founded the Vicariate to document human rights abuses
by security forces. Catalonian and Basque priests found common cause with
those lawyers and magistrates brave enough to build resistance against Franco’s security measures. In Turkey, Islamic institutions were kept well away
from political power by secularist Kemalists. The rise of a moderate, Islamic
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politics in recent years, however, has embraced many, if not all, aspects of
legal liberalism, even if religious values and the diﬀerentiation of state and
religion continue as issues of ﬁerce debate inside Turkey (Arslan 2007; Karpik
2007). In Israel, Barzilai (2007) shows that at the point where an otherwise
liberal legal complex confronts Palestinian issues its unaccustomed silence
on issues of law and justice eﬀectively concurs with conservative Judaism’s
diﬀerential standards of justice for Jews and Palestinians.
Furthermore, religion can transform the bar from within, both for and
against political liberalism. Karpik (1988, 1998) shows that it was Jansenist
lawyers within the Paris bar that led a ﬁerce assault on the illiberal expression
of power by an absolute monarchy which relied upon the authority of the
Catholic hierarchy which itself was hostile to the “Protestant” leanings of
Jansenist clergy and laity alike. Jansenists inside the church and inside the bar
used the Paris Order of Barristers and the courts themselves as stages on which
to ﬁght concomitantly religious and legal battles. By contrast, the permeation
in the 1990s of the Egyptian bar, as thousands of conservative Muslims poured
into a previously secular-leaning Lawyers Syndicate, gave Mubarak’s government precisely the excuse it wanted to put the entire troublesome lawyers’
organization into receivership as part of its crackdown against the Muslim
Brotherhood (Moustafa 2007a, 2007b).
What is common to all these episodes is that Protestant and Roman
Catholic Christians, Muslims and Orthodox Jews inﬂuenced the trajectory of
liberalism and its particular expression at critical historical junctures. While
we cannot yet explain when religious groups will align with a liberalizing legal
complex and when they will be complicit with the forces against political liberalism, we can identify factors that must be part of any explanation of the
rise and defense of political liberalism: (1) whether religious groups exist in a
society and how well they are organized; (2) whether religious groups have
some autonomy from the state or are subjugated to or co-opted by state
power; (3) whether religious groups embrace doctrines that emphasize human
dignity and articulate theological aﬃnities with basic legal freedoms; and (4)
the proximity of religious groups supportive of legal liberalism to the legal
complex, either through (a) the religious views of lawyers, judges and others,
or (b) the readiness of religious organizations to ally or to align themselves
with an activist legal complex for political liberalism.
In a causal theory the religious and legal streams of advocacy for basic legal
freedoms are not readily distinguished, not least because law and religion are
fused in Judaism, Christianity and Islam for much of their histories. When law
begins to diﬀerentiate itself from religion in the west, it brings certain core
religious values with it, values emphasized even more strongly in and after the
Protestant Reformation. In this sense religion precedes and infuses law with
values, even when law itself appears to have secularized and is diﬀerentiated
structurally from religious institutions. Moreover, religious groups usually can
draw upon a longer and visceral basis of organization that has a resilience
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seldom matched by any other in civil society. Religion penetrates to the edges
of society more completely and comprehensively than law. Thus its entailment
in political liberalism cannot be gainsaid. In a sense religion also precedes
mobilization by the legal complex as lawyers, judges and others import their
religious commitments and aﬃliations into legal institutions. A structural differentiation of law and religion, in other words, elides within the person of a
religious lawyer. Nevertheless, where religion has been co-opted by the state,
then secular segments of the legal complex, such as parts of the bar and legal
academy, may take the leadership in the defense of rights, knowing that the
support from religious institutions will be marginal at best. Yet again there are
enough cases – Brazil, Kenya, France – where religious groups and the legal
complex have joined forces simultaneously, where the priority of one or
another in their respective mobilizations cannot be readily distinguished, to
show that an aﬃnity of values and resilience of organization, not to mention
an inter-penetration of members, drives both.
Civil society: politics
The legal complex bears an ambiguous relationship to partisan party politics.
On the one hand, a mutuality can co-exist between the two. In several countries where oppositional parties are banned, parts of the legal complex served
as a shadow opposition in lieu of a developed party system (e.g. Spain, Egypt,
Korea, Taiwan). Furthermore, the legal complex has often been a primary
agent in the breaking open of a formal competitive party system, breaking
bans on previously banned opposition parties (e.g. Egypt, Taiwan). Not
infrequently lawyers emerge as the leaders of the new parties, which sometimes go on to assume political power (e.g. Korea, Taiwan). Yet the legal
complex can also be co-opted by state partisanship when repressive regimes
directly or indirectly ensure that the leadership of parts of the legal complex,
especially the organized bar, maintains the line of the ruling party.
On the other hand, in many civil law countries the relationship between the
legal complex and political parties appears to diminish the capacity of the
organized bar in particular to assert a distinguished authority that is not irreducible to party politics. Where the institutions of the legal complex – bar,
bench, legal academy – are themselves internally divided by partisan political
aﬃliations, and leadership contests or orientations to issues of the day follow
partisan lines, then the political complex has eﬀectively colonized the legal
complex (cf. Chile, Venezuela, Italy, Spain). This forecloses the prospect of a
professional solidarity that transcends other social cleavages and it inhibits the
emergence of a legal “class.” Put another way, the permeation of the legal
complex by political parties potentially subverts the capacity of lawyers and
other parts of the legal complex to act on singularly legal grounds above the
political fray. The eﬀect of close party alliances is to link the fortunes of
fractions of the legal complex to the fortunes of the parties. Thus the legal
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complex follows the rise and fall of dominant parties and thereby cannot easily
act as a counterweight to parties-in-power (e.g. Chile, Italy, Spain). It is not
surprising, then, that a legal complex dominated by a political party supportive of Pinochet did not resist his attacks on liberalism. It is perfectly consistent that when an opposition party came to dominate the collegio, lawyers
began to speak out against political repression. Even in the case of bar associations acting in lieu of opposition parties a similar danger exists – a potentially distinctive lawyers’ voice becomes susceptible to attack on grounds it is
another political voice in lawyerly disguise.
It follows that an added protection that the legal complex can oﬀer political
liberalism, particularly that part located in civil society (lawyers, legal academy), depends upon lawyers’ capacity to ﬁnd a commonality that transcends
political partisanship. That commonality rests upon an ideology of legality or
constitutionalism that cannot readily be attacked on grounds of its partisanship or reduced to party politics. Procedural justice in a narrow formal and
substantive version of the rule of law oﬀers one such option. Lawyers who
might otherwise be divided on distributive politics can often ﬁnd common
ground on procedural protections through basic legal rights. This stance elevates lawyers above the arena of interest politics in which the rest of society
may be conﬁgured. Thereby it provides an ideological basis on which organizational resistance can be mobilized to the programs of any political party
when it attains power.
A diﬃcult case is presented by Turkey where Arslan (2007) shows that the
secularized legal complex has steadfastly opposed the authorization of religious political parties or Kurdish political parties on grounds that the former
would threaten Turkey’s commitment to secularism and the latter would
potentially foster separatism and ultimately secession. Here fundamental
values of political liberalism clash: freedom of speech, association, and religion. Arlsan ﬁnds the legal complex on the wrong (illiberal) side: a legal order
resists both civil society and the legislative will.
Hence a theory of political liberalism must incorporate factors concerning
party politics: (1) the existence of single versus multiple political parties; (2) if
a one-party state, the degree to which the ruling party permits freedom of
political speech, especially at the margins (e.g. inside “private” associations);
(3) the capacity of courts to protect the right and ability of multiple and
oppositional political parties to exist; (4) the extent to which lawyers’ strategies of mobilization proceed through lawyers’ associations or via professional
politics; and (5) the degree of penetration of party politics into the legal complex at the expense of a trans-professional unifying legal basis of mobilization.
In historical developments of political liberalism the causal sequence runs
more often from lawyers to parties than vice versa. Lawyers’ organizations can
exist in an absolutist, authoritarian or one-party state, albeit often with narrowly circumscribed activities. By deﬁnition, multiple parties do not, at least
formally. Frequently therefore the advocacy of the legal complex for core
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political rights – speech, association, movement – is a condition of the emergence of liberal party politics. The legal complex, especially the bar, often has
acted as a party in exile or opposition, in part because courts and the law
provide protections that lawyer/oppositionists could not otherwise obtain.
Moreover, the legal complex in some situations, notably Egypt, but in numbers of African countries, has been an advocate for the establishment and
maintenance of parties, not least in the politics of constitutionalism. To a
point, therefore, defenders of multi-party politics and the legal complex have
an aﬃnity of beliefs (i.e. freedoms of speech, negative rights) and a commonality of interests. Thus a curvilinear relationship can be hypothesized between
the multiplicity of parties and the activism of the legal complex for political
liberalism: too little political expression and institutionalized political debate
inhibits mobilization by the legal complex, although it may provoke the legal
complex to champion the cause of political speech and a multi-party political
regime; too much party-political infusion of professional politics may destroy
the very distinctiveness of a liberal-legal politics within the legal complex that
gives it a singular authority in the defense of a narrow version of the rule of
law. When the legal complex helps produce and sustain competitive party
politics without those politics producing conﬂicts within the legal complex
itself, then the legal complex has an enhanced capacity to champion political
liberalism.
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On the basis of our ﬁrst wave of studies we initially hypothesized (Halliday
and Karpik 1998c) that an orientation towards the market might distract lawyers from politics. Subsequent ﬁndings do not permit such a broad conclusion.
Several authors (Halliday et al. 2007) oﬀer evidence that the expansion of the
market for legal services has positive consequences for lawyers and politics. In
Venezuela, the opening up of legal services in the market gave lawyers a foothold outside the state and thus some capacity to stand against the regime. It
also multiplied the number of lawyers (Perdomo 2007). In Taiwan and Korea,
Ginsburg (2007) similarly maintains that liberalization of the market increased
numbers of lawyers. This gave them some independence and moved legal
professionals out from under the government umbrella into the private sphere.
This autonomy at work makes it easier for professionals to brace the government, a view that also appears in Feeley and Miyasawa’s (2007) interpretation
of legal development in Japan. In the case of Egypt, Moustafa (2007a) goes
further to argue that lawyers’ relationship to the market signiﬁcantly aﬀects
the numbers, quality and ultimate inﬂuence of practitioners drawn into the
profession who may subsequently exercise leadership against a repressive government. The Egyptian legal complex was most eﬀective in expanding its liberal project when the free market provided an economic base for an
independent legal profession, placed some pressure on the regime to enable
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courts to protect property rights, diﬀused centers of power and reduced regime
levers of control, and impelled groups to mobilize if their interests would be
threatened by undermining of the judiciary. In a similar vein, Hilbink (2007b)
suggests that government technocrats, although politically conservative,
believed that a legal regime protective of property rights and committed to the
rule of law was a necessary condition for Spain’s economic development, a
belief that was translated into the building or renovation of legal institutions
and the march of administrative law as a protection for business. Brinks (2007)
recognizes that the capacity of private prosecutors in Latin America to compel
the state to live up to its constitutional commitments depended upon the ability of lawyers to make a living while engaging this kind of law. For many
reasons, therefore, the market nurtures capacities for political lawyering.
But markets may also divert lawyers from political engagement and, indeed,
may actively dampen activist sentiments in the bar. The overwhelming majority of solicitors in Hong Kong are entirely absorbed with market activities and
express some disgruntlement with barristers who stir up trouble on behalf of
the rights of workers, or protections of basic rights, or express reservations
about intrusive police surveillance and powers (Jones 2007). The shape of the
market has aﬀected the nature of representation in China. In the 1980s, before
the major expansion of the market, all lawyers had to do some criminal work
and therefore were available as counsel. Now many can avoid it, and do. Most
of the best lawyers ﬁnd extraordinary rewards in commercial practice and they
distance themselves from the “dirt” of criminal practice. They present mobilization of the profession as a whole for “political” causes rather than allowing
business lawyers to keep on making money. Even in criminal law there can be
a market distortion as defense lawyers gravitate to those areas of practice that
are lucrative, such as corruption cases against oﬃcials, rather than those areas
where repression is more pronounced, if less well remunerated (Michelson
2003).
Finally, the situation in Singapore demonstrates that it is a hollow hope to
suppose that the entrenchment of an independent judiciary for the market, and
the establishment of the rule of law in commercial dispute resolution, will spill
over into issues that threaten the discretionary powers of the state. It is
entirely possible for a liberal market and legal system to exist side by side with
an illiberal polity and a legal system that insulates itself from “political”
engagement (Silverstein 2008).
Hence the theory of the legal complex and political liberalism requires
attention to: (1) the legal conditions that rulers decide are necessary to stimulate their national economy and the course of economic development; (2) the
size of the private market for legal services and hence the degree of autonomy
this gives at least some lawyers from control by the state; and (3) the willingness and ability of the private bar, together with other segments of the legal
complex, to withstand a Singaporean-type assault on any expression of legal
liberalism that steps outside market transactions.
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In a historically contingent theory of rule of law development, it will be
necessary to disentangle the relative priority of law and economic activity. On
the one hand, it is clear that many markets have thrived without a sophisticated legal apparatus, without reliance on law, and without a developed legal
complex, as several of the Asian Tigers (Thailand, Indonesia, Korea) illustrate
(Ginsburg 2007; Halliday and Carruthers 2009). Markets, in short, can be
antecedent to law. On the other hand, it is commonly believed that large, dispersed markets rely on the rational-legal apparatus of a formal legal system
that will permit predictability, certainty and fair treatment of all market
players. This may be particularly necessary the further trade expands beyond
national boundaries in globalizing markets. Moreover, lawyers and law ﬁrms
that stand at the apex of professional prestige as commercial lawyers are
frequently also vigorous advocates of rights (Dezalay and Garth 2002)
In virtually all cases, success in transitions towards political liberalism was
accompanied by a shift of command to market economies or some loosening
of national markets from state direction. A theory of political mobilization by
the legal complex must test the hypotheses that expanding markets (1) provide
more independence and resources for lawyers, (2) attract higher quality, higher
prestige classes to legal professions, (3) compel governments to increase the
size of the legal profession, (4) increase protection for property rights, and thus
(5) strengthen rule of law institutions such as constitutional, administrative
and regular courts. But markets can also divert lawyers from “political”
activity (cf. France, Hong Kong). And the mere existence of an advanced
economy with superb commercial courts does not guarantee full civil rights
(cf. Singapore). It is thus a fallacy to imagine that economic development
necessarily leads to the institutionalization of basic legal freedoms and political
liberalism as a whole. Indeed, the contrary may be so. The conditions under
which market professionals turn their back on political mobilization must be a
key problem for research.
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The state
By deﬁnition, political liberalism involves a restructuring of the state. The
moderate state is internally divided or counter-balanced by forces outside the
state. Civil society exists in counterpoint to the state in its own sphere. Firstgeneration rights frequently are described as rights citizens hold against the
state, even if inscribed within it. To get from a politically illiberal state to a
state that tolerates or institutionalizes political liberalism must also be a story
of state reconstruction.
Although the diverse case studies from four continents do not attempt any
typology of states, nor do they focus primarily on attributes of the state itself,
nevertheless implicit and sometimes explicit hypotheses arise. A continuing
condition that crosses virtually all types of illiberal states requires that rulers
provide justice of some sort. No matter how that justice is deﬁned, the
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demands on rulers require that forums exist in which citizens or residents can
have disputes resolved, where state mechanisms for enforcement of social
order can be regularized, and where residents within a state may be assured
that rule is not entirely arbitrary, especially as it has an impact on their own
survival. The legitimacy of rule depends in no small part on the presence of a
justice system.
In short, all states, with very few exceptions (cf. Mao’s cultural revolution),
require systems of justice and those in turn usually involve lawyers, judges,
oﬃcials and those who educate them. From this universal of “state-ness” it
follows that a legal complex is incipient, however illiberal or segmented it may
be. Hence the functional demands of states invariably are accompanied by the
structural existence, albeit with many variants, of roles and organizations that
valorize law.
To put it more strongly, modern authoritarian rulers require functioning
courts to maintain power (Ginsburg and Moustafa 2008) and they adopt strategies to ensure they work suﬃciently well to underwrite a legitimacy that cannot
be tested in an open vote of the citizenry. In this sense, some diﬀerentiation of
legal functions already exists in illiberal polities. Hence authoritarian states
carry seeds of their own destruction.
The defeat of illiberalism may be hastened by state fragmentation and state
incapacity. If rulers cannot control internal divisions between government
ministries, within ministries or across levels of government (e.g. from the
capital to the provinces, counties and towns), then competing centers of power
can emerge within the state. Such fragmentation can include the justice system
which itself can be divided internally and from higher to lower organizational
entities. Actors outside the state will act strategically to strengthen those elements of government that best match their interests and where their inﬂuence
is likely to be most eﬀective. Since private lawyers have a close aﬃnity with
courts – in many systems they are also “oﬃcers of the court” – a synergistic
relationship readily can be nurtured between a vanguard of sympathetic judges
and like-minded attorneys. Fragmentation within the justice system therefore
potentially facilitates a bridgehead for liberally oriented lawyers and judges
who draw sustenance from each other.
State fragmentation may produce state incapacity. Authoritarian state centers may have limited ability to control their cadres at the grassroots level.
One solution is to give citizens law and courts in which to bring complaints
against administrative failures, corruption or arbitrariness, as the Chinese
government is haphazardly trying. State incapacity can provide openings for
new state actors, such as courts, to step into the breach and assert their power.
The judicialization of politics is substantially premised on the inadequacies of
legislatures and executives to cope with policy issues that produce political
deadlock or dangerous disharmony.
States also vary in their dependence on other states and supra-national
institutions. Where states, such as Korea and Taiwan during the 1980s
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(Ginsburg 2007), shelter underneath a security umbrella, the power providing
the security will inﬂuence domestic politics, initially in those cases towards
authoritarian anti-Communist regimes, but later indirectly and directly
through the diﬀusion of rights discourses and claims. Where states depend on
foreign investment and trade, they are likely to be more susceptible to adopt
the legal frameworks that purportedly are institutional foundations for both,
as Egypt and Spain both demonstrated. Moreover to legitimate themselves in
the wider international community, states may be compelled to adopt international norms, such as UN conventions on rights, initially with no expectation
that they will be enforced domestically but subsequently with the discovery
that rights-conscious domestic constituencies, frequently led by lawyers, will
seize what was intended as a symbolic gesture and make it real.
International inﬂuences
National developmental sequences are aﬀected by the international milieux of
national legal complexes. A quickening of activism and changing relations
between the courts, administrative state and legal profession occurred in Korea
and Taiwan in part because their security relationship with the United States
brought large numbers of lawyers and judges into contact with their US
counterparts who variously valorized separation of powers, use of litigation
for social change, and rights consciousness. Spanish judges and lawyers in the
frontline of reforms under Franco drew intellectual and moral support from
their counterparts in Europe once the borders were opened for the freer ﬂow
of people and ideas.
In several countries (cf. Egypt) justice-related NGOs depend heavily on foreign resources – money, advice, access to foreign media, visibility and protection. But the Egyptian case also shows the paradoxical impact of external
funding. On the one hand, the vibrancy of the human rights and NGO sector
within Egypt depended heavily on overseas funding. On the other hand, when
the government became increasingly upset by the success of local NGOs in the
SCC, it found it relatively easy to cut them down to size. It painted groups
receiving outside money as unpatriotic or even treasonous. On those grounds,
it was able to cut overseas funding to a trickle and cut the heart out of the
NGO and HRs leadership of civil society. It is a technique well understood by
many other repressive regimes or those that are headed in an authoritarian
direction, such as Venezuela.
Hence, a theory of political mobilization must treat (1) the type of
dependency relationships a nation-state has with other states supportive of
political liberalism; (2) the impact of international markets on legal development within a nation-state; (3) the direct resources from non-state and state
actors that ﬂow to a liberal legal complex or groups allied with a liberal legal
complex.
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Ideational forces
States and civil societies exist in a world of discourses, ideologies and beliefs,
all of which permeate national orientations to varying degrees and structure
domestic politics, including those of the legal complex. The case studies show
that political ideologies heavily inﬂuence the openness of national elites to
liberal politics, whether they take the form of the illiberal manifestations of
nationalism (e.g. Japan and Germany, 1930s, China 2000s), fascism (e.g. Germany in the Third Reich, Italy under Mussolini) and Communism (e.g. the
former Soviet Union, China), or illiberal responses, such as anti-Communist
authoritarian regimes supported by the US and manifested in Latin America
and Asia during the Cold War. By contrast, argue world society scholars, in
the twentieth century, and especially after World War II, there has emerged a
universal culture of individualism, rationality and modernity that has been
institutionalized in transnational institutions from the UN to the European
Court of Human Rights and that advances a particular version of the rule of
law which threatens illiberal politics. This discourse and its claims to universality is conveyed and reinforced by ideologies of professionalism, with its
amalgam of commitments to science, neutrality, universals, and autonomy
from political control (Boyle and Meyer 2002; Silbey 1997).
The politics of the legal complex, however, also are permeated by juridical
theories. Although these are not extensively developed in the national case
studies, a contrast is drawn between positivist jurisprudence, which insists
upon the fealty of judges to the ascendancy of state-based law, and a liberal
legal jurisprudence which argues for the primacy of rights that transcend the
constitutions or statutes of any state. The former, it is argued, enables judges
and lawyers to lend support to authoritarian regimes so long as those regimes
adhere to certain formal modes of lawmaking; the latter, it is maintained, hold
rulers and lawmaking of all sorts accountable to higher values than those
formalized in statutes or executive orders.
The intersection of legal and economic theory provides a salient ideational
context for political liberalism. The extant theory of law and ﬁnance currently
advocated by international ﬁnancial institutions directly links rule of law type
regimes with the probability that developing and transitional nations will
obtain adequate foreign investment for domestic economic growth. Whether or
not national leaders believe that stronger and independent courts, expanded
private legal professions, and a raft of new statutes and regulatory regimes will
stimulate the in-bound ﬂow of capital, they are compelled by a global consensus, and occasionally coerced by IFIs, to conform their domestic institutions
to the global models. Even if there is a substantial decoupling between symbolic compliance and implementation, activists in an enhanced legal complex
may obtain legitimacy and structural facilities to transform symbolic into
actual institutions.
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A theory of mobilization by the legal complex, therefore, will integrate three
sets of ideational factors: (1) the force of prevailing regional and global ideologies that champion basic legal freedoms, (2) the pervasiveness of jurisprudential theory that valorizes fundamental rights of citizenship over
positive law; and (3) the content of market ideology, especially in the ways it
links law to economic behavior.
Precipitating factors
While international and national cultural and social institutions may be variably
conducive to a move towards or away from the rule of law components of
political liberalism, a decisive move frequently is associated with a trigger orcause
célèbre or precipitating event that stimulates a legal complex and states to act.
Repeatedly we observe that threats to nation-states and their ruling classes
trigger a restriction of basic legal freedoms. The threat can be external (Korea,
Taiwan, US, Israel, Japan) or internal (e.g. Communism in Spain and Chile,
Islamic fundamentalism in Egypt, lawlessness in Argentina, Brazil). Whether
the threat is “real” or made to seem real may be immaterial. If publics can be
persuaded they are under threat, then leaders obtain support for repression.
An exception is Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s: the rule of law was
expanded by Hong Kong authorities precisely as a counterpoint to the ideology of Communist China.
Events can also trigger a sudden surge in demands for a strengthening of the
rule of law, not infrequently led by the legal complex. An especially egregious
abrogation of rights by security forces, arbitrary killings, an excessive response
to public protests, the sudden collapse or defeat of a repressive government, a
severing of foreign aid in response to rights abuses, the public disclosure of
torture and assassinations, an obviously rigged election, an assault on the
judiciary or attacks on lawyers – each of these in propitious circumstances has
been the match that has lit a ﬁre.
Nevertheless, a mutual contingency exists between facilitating factors and
precipitating events. A slowly developing conduciveness to basic legal freedoms, inside the legal complex, the state, civil society and the market, may not
crystallize until a trigger compels recognition of the incipient developments
that are then institutionalized in visible form. Conversely, a spark may stimulate outrage, riots, public statements, foreign condemnations and activism, but
without the groundwork, without structures already in place, without templates for action and alliances in place, an opportunity for the assertion of core
rights will be lost.
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From a large variety of case studies this chapter has extracted sets of factors
that are integral to a theory of mobilization by the legal complex on behalf of
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political liberalism. It has shown where research ﬁnds interactions among
those factors that transcend a single historical instance. And it has proceeded
inductively towards a causal and constitutive theory of the role of the legal
complex in the construction of a liberal politics that protects fundamental
freedoms integral to the rule of law.
The limits of this exercise point to further questions and subsequent steps in
theory development. First, it has not yet been shown whether the factors that
inﬂuence mobilization are constant across diﬀerent types of political transition.
For instance, the role of the legal complex, and the signiﬁcance of factors that
shape it, might diﬀer markedly when the legal complex is ﬁghting for a transition to a rule of law society, rather than when it is consolidating such a
regime, or defending it against attack or the threat of dissolution. The capacity
for mobilization by the legal complex and the conduciveness of civil society,
political parties and market-based groups may be much greater in consolidation and defense of the rule of law than in the struggle for its establishment.
Correlatively, the impact of international political and juridical ideology, and
the inﬂuence of international associations, may be proportionately much
greater when lawyers and judges are ﬁghting against authoritarian regimes
than when a breakthrough to a rule of law regime has already occurred. Hence
it is necessary to examine whether the structure and dynamics of the legal
complex, and the social forces that inﬂuence it, require a theory contingent on
type of political transition.
Second, mobilization by the legal complex is not to be confused with success. The case studies are replete with examples of unsuccessful mobilization –
when fragments of the legal complex or its coalitions act to obtain or defend
the rule of law but are impaired, frustrated or repudiated. Indeed, in country
after country the ﬁght for an initial transition from an illiberal to liberal
regime may go on for decades, if not centuries, before any breakthrough
occurs – and in many cases such a transition never occurs decisively. In the
case of state attributes, for instance, there is evidence that success by the legal
complex will be associated with a change in state policy to encourage international capital, increased international trade, or international legitimacy (e.g.
Spain 1950s, Egypt 1970s, China 1990s), and by a state’s establishment or
extension of rule of law institutions, such as constitutional and administrative
courts, to comply with international pressures. By contrast, in many instances
failure has been associated with imperative state-led models of economic
development, rampant nationalism, and international conﬂict.
Third, there are limits to a causal analysis which compound the theoretical
problem. The factors we have identiﬁed do not array in a simple line of antecedent and subsequent causes. Because the legal complex is partially constitutive of the state and partially constitutive of civil society, at most there is a
recursive dynamic of reciprocal cycles of reinforcement or retreat, and at least
there is a mutual constitutiveness that renders the parsing out of eﬀects seemingly
intractable.
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In conclusion, a historical and comparative inductively generated theory of
the legal complex, political liberalism, and the rule of law remains a signiﬁcant
challenge. We have shown that the legal complex frequently is implicated in
mobilization for basic freedoms in many regions and historical instances. We
can parse out structural and dynamic attributes of that mobilization
and identify many factors that recur. It remains to develop theory through
complementary eﬀorts at intensive case studies and reﬁned comparative
research.

Notes
1 This paper builds upon a collaborative project whose principal results were published in Halliday et al. (2007a). I am particularly grateful to my colleagues, Lucien
Karpik and Malcolm Feeley, for their comments on earlier fragments of this paper.
This research was supported by the American Bar Foundation and two grants from
the National Science Foundation (SES-9213156; SES-0452250) for which I express
appreciation.
2 For details on the logic of using this concept and the explication of its elements, see
Halliday and Karpik (1998) and Halliday et al. (2007b).
3 The stipulation of “practicing law” excludes those large numbers of legally trained
graduates of universities in Europe and Latin America who never practice law but
go into business, politics or government bureaucracies.
4 Bracketed references to case studies can be cross-referenced to their authors in Table
10.1. It should be emphasized that the references are to studies of speciﬁc events,
limited by time and territory, and not to any generalized typiﬁcation of a country or
period.
5 By “political lawyers” we refer to those who self-consciously mobilize on behalf of
political liberalism in pursuit of the rule of law (Halliday and Karpik 2001; Karpik
2007).
6 Just the contrary argument has been made for the bureaucratic integration of
courts – that by coordinating all courts in one coordinated structure that is administered by a court administration, this provides some protection for the incursions
on local courts by local politics. See Halliday (1987).
7 For another perspective on the play of religion, see Karpik (2007).
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